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Scary news out of New York City this morning: A cyclist in Brooklyn's Prospect Park says he was the
victim of a cruel prank last week that left him with six broken ribs, a fractured elbow, and recurring dizzy
spells—and that the police aren't investigating the incident as a crime. Gothamist reports that Michael
Wilhelm was biking the park's 3.3-mile loop last Tuesday when a rope, stretched across the road, snagged
his wheel and threw him over his handlebars. A photo he took at the scene shows the trip-line was tied to
a fire hydrant and pulled taut several inches off the ground. What's perhaps most troubling of all, though,
is Wilhelm's claim that police at the scene weren't interested in finding out why that rope was there in the
first place. The official accident report states that Wilhelm simply "ran over a rope," and no crime report
was filed.
Hopefully, news coverage of this event will bring more awareness to the hazards that cyclists face and
will prompt police to take assaults against them more seriously. (After all, this isn't the first time this type
of thing has happened in New York.) I live only a block from where Wilhelm's crash occurred, and I've
whizzed around that loop hundreds of times with very little concern for my safety (minus the occasional
distracted pedestrian—don’t text and walk, people!), so the news was particularly eye-opening for me.
Wilhelm's crash should also serve as a reminder to all cyclists to know their rights in the event of an
accident. Whether it involves a car, another bike, or a danger on the roadway itself, a crash should be well
documented and investigated, says Daniel Flanzig, a lawyer who focuses on cycling injuries in New
York City. (Yes, there is such thing as a bike lawyer! Who knew?)
Flanzig recommends always calling the police to the scene of a bike crash, even if it's minor and you
think you're okay. "If there's another party involved, you can make sure proper insurance information is
exchanged in case you need it later," he says. "Even if you have to wait 15 minutes for them to show up,
it's worth it." He also developed a free app for iPhone and Android, Bike Crash Kit that helps cyclists
collect necessary information at the scene of a crash.

Even in a case like Wilhelm's where there's no obvious person at fault, it's not a bad idea to consult an
attorney, Flanzig says. He represents one client, for example, who was hit by a rock thrown from an
overpass. The rock-thrower was never caught, but Flanzig was able to get the city to extend fencing on
the overpass to cover the bike lane so that it can't happen again. He's also worked with cyclists who have
been injured by potholes and other obstacles in city streets or bike lanes, "doored" by drivers getting out
of their cars, or hit by vehicles making right or left turns.
If you are involved in an accident, a lawyer can help you consider your next steps. In fact, Flanzig says
he's in the process of building a nationwide network of legal professionals who focus on cycling cases,
and he says a website may soon be available. In the meantime, the best way to protect your rights and
your safety is by obeying all traffic laws and being a responsible, careful cyclist. "You have to ride with
your head on a swivel, be on the lookout for hazards, and expect the unexpected," he says.

